
ROTATING QUILT
Designed & made by Zafira Vaxevanidou

Pattern available at zarkadia.com

zarkadia
Use the hashtag #rotatingquilt to share your quilt blocks

FINISHED BLOCK SIZE 12 INCHES



1. Cut four 6.5 inch squares of your background fabric (pink in Fig.1). 

2. Using the Orange Peel template mark your peel and cut adding seam allowance.
You can get 12 orange peels out of one fat quarter.

3. Using the needle-turn applique method, apply the orange peel on a 6.5 inch square.
Try putting the peel in the diagonal by folding the peel in half twice and fold also
the square twice. Match the diagonals and the centers using a pin and placing the peel as
in the image below (Fig.1). 

4. Make 4 of these blocks. 

5. Sew them together using the image below as reference for positioning the
orange peels (Fig.2). Then apply your center circle.

You are done! You managed to make a single block. 
It should measure approximately 12.5 inches. 

6. Make 55 more of these. You will need 56 blocks to make a 7 columns by 8 rows quilt
that will finally measure approximately 84’’ x 96’’.
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ORANGE PEELS APPLIQUE TEMPLATE
Download at zarkadia.com



This end toward the 
middle of the pillow.

Punch a hole >>

This end toward the 
corners of the pillow

mmmcrafts
Four Leaf Pillow

Applique Template

© 2012 Larissa Holland
All rights reserved.

Use this template
to cut out leaf after piecing.

Print this template at actual size (no scaling) and cut it out. 
Full tutorial available online at mmmcrafts.blogspot.com. 

This line should measure three inches at actual size.
If it does not, adjust the print settings to “no scaling”.

Use this end of the
orange peel towards 
the A side

This line should measure 3 inches at actual size.

Use this end of the
orange peel towards 

the B side

Seam allowance not included.
Just mark the template on

your fabric and cut adding seam allowance

3.5 inch center circle

ACTUAL SIZE
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ORANGE PEELS APPLIQUE TEMPLATE
Download at zarkadia.com


